Abstract—We investigate user requirements regarding the interface design for a semantic multimedia search and retrieval based on a prototypical implementation of a search engine for multimedia content on the web. Thus, unlike existing image search engines and video search engines, we are interested in true multimedia content combining different media assets into multimedia documents like PowerPoint presentations and Flash files. In a user study with 20 participants, we conducted a formative evaluation based on the think-aloud method and semi-structured interviews in order to obtain requirements to a future web search engine for multimedia content. The interviews are complemented by a paper-and-pencil questionnaire to obtain quantitative information and present mockups demonstrating the user interface of a future multimedia search and retrieval engine.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia content provided by PowerPoint presentations or Flash documents are widely adopted and can be found in any domain. Despite the growing interest in multimedia web search, most research on search engines is dealing with single media types like images and videos [1], [2]. Regarding search and retrieval of true multimedia content, we find a gap in research. Thus, we have developed an early prototype of an engine for searching and exploring multimedia content shown in Fig. 1 [3]. It supports keyword-based queries and filtering the results by audio, video, animation and interaction. The thumbnails are of different size, starting with larger ones in the upper position to smaller ones in the lower position of the results page, where pagination is used to limit the result list. Hovering over a thumbnail shows an animated preview of the document. Clicking on a document opens a detail view. The prototype has about 4000 multimedia documents in the database. On the basis of this prototype, we conducted a user study evaluating the features for a future multimedia search engine. The goal of study was to use this system to bootstrap requirement elicitation and detailed understanding of users' needs for semantic multimedia search.

II. RELATED WORK
Various media retrieval systems have been developed in the past like the MEMORae project [4], where ontological knowledge is used for indexing and searching educational videos. Breaking the barrier of a single media modality, there are approaches for semantic cross-media search and retrieval like the semantic search engine Squiggle [5] for images and audio. The FLAME framework (Flash Access and Management Environment) [6] is considered to be the so-far most comprehensive work on multimedia search. It supports retrieval based on some spatial and simple interaction constraints. Regarding the use of media retrieval systems, there have been some empirical investigations conducted in the past. Hearst [7] states that there are three main search behaviors in web search: fact finding (looking for specific facts or pieces of information), information gathering (the collection of information from multiple sources), and browsing (visiting web pages without particular goal). Kofler and Lux [2] conducted an evaluation of user intentions within image search. Maniu et al. [1] analyzed web server logs and all user actions during search sessions. Both conclude that current taxonomies, models and thus, interfaces, do not exactly represent the user’s intent while searching for multimedia content.

III. USER STUDY
We conducted a user study with 20 subjects (eight female) with an average age of 26 years (SD=2.87), ranging from 22 and 34 years. Special consideration was given to the subjects’
diversity regarding educational background and profession in order to avoid bias [8]. The multimedia documents cover terms related to the topic climate change and global warming. Every subject had to solve four tasks of finding specific multimedia documents. For solving the tasks, the subjects had to use the different features offered by the engine. The tasks were motivated by a task scenario, wherein the subject is supposed to explain climate change to pupils using multimedia. We roughly explained the system and asked the subjects to write down their first impressions of the prototypical multimedia search engine. While then conducting the tasks, the subjects were encouraged to think aloud. After that, the subjects were asked to fill in a paper-and-pencil questionnaire. Here, a set of 19 closed-questions taken from the IsoMetrics [9] questionnaire were chosen and adapted to assess the prototype. The subjects answered the questions on a 7-point Likert scale. In addition, a semi-structured interview was conducted in order to explore emergent meanings and intentions of the subjects in context [10].

IV. RESULTS

The mean duration for all sessions was 39 minutes (SD = 9 minutes). All subjects were able to successfully accomplish their tasks. From the IsoMetrics, we focused on questions regarding the suitability for executing the tasks (T.1-T.2), suitability for learning the application (L.1-L.4), and controllability (C.1-C.2). In addition, we have asked specific questions regarding search and exploration of multimedia content. These features are about filtering by medium type (F.1), thumbnail preview of multimedia documents (F.2), the detailed view of a selected document (F.3), and the ranking by size to support the prediction of relevance (F.4). Most subjects predominantly agree to the statement L.1: “The interface of the search engine is understandable at first glance.” (M = 6.2; SD = 1.12)(cf. Fig. 3). Also most of the subjects predominantly agree to L.2: “The search engine is designed in such a way, that functionality not yet known could be learned by trying out.” (M = 6.15; SD = 0.91) and to L.4: “I don’t have to remember a lot of details to operate the search engine.” (M = 6.35; SD = 0.96). A higher deviation and lower agreement is received for L.3: “It did not take long time before I learned to operate the search engine.” (M = 5.75; SD = 1.68). Overall, the interface is easy to understand, but there are still some features which require learning or explanation.

The results for the L-items are supported by C.1: “Handling the multimedia search engine is easy.” (M = 5.8; SD = 0.98) and C.2: “The engine can only be used in a rigid way.” (M = 4.05; SD = 1.66). T.1: “The search engine permits to enter queries just the way it is necessary for searching multimedia content.” (M = 5.7; SD = 1.35) confirms the initial keyword as approach for searching multimedia content. Nevertheless, representing results need some rework: T.2: “The results found by the search engine match my queries.”(M = 4.85; SD = 1.46).

The median values regarding the specific features range between 4 and 6 (Fig. 4), but the detail view needs improvement.

V. REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION

The user feedback obtained in the semi-structured interviews was analyzed in a bottom-up process and concepts were obtained from the detailed analysis of the collected information (codification) [11]. In addition, we analyzed the results of the questionnaire and studied existing literature. From this, we derive the following requirements for a future multimedia search engine.

Search Bar: The search interface of a multimedia search engine should offer an error tolerant autocompletion. Queries should be easy to formulate, adapt and change according to the user’s needs and preferences [12]. More filters, which cover metadata, like author or date of creation, should be offered. To avoid an overload of the interface these additional filters can be hidden in an advanced search interface.

Results Page: Two possibilities to style the result page were suggested: (1) Arrange results strict from top to bottom and representing the relevance from top to bottom in ascending order, without the representation of relevance by thumbnail size. (2) Results are presented in a grid layout with the same thumbnail sizes, but users can arrange their appearance on
basis of adjustable relevance options or rearrange via drag-and-drop.

**Thumbnail View:** The aim of snippets is to support the user in predicting the relevance of result items. Therefore, the representation should be clear, self-explanatory, and provide enough information. The thumbnail view should provide icons for filters, which are more visible and, where the function, if a certain media type is included or not, is clear. As known from other search engines, the headlines should provide a link to the URL of the original document. Besides providing a link, a download button might also be useful. These requirements are supported by half of the subjects; they nearly ignored the icons for the different filters. As there is a difference in "show-details" and "view", five users suggested to state the difference between those more apparently.

**Detail View:** The suggestion for the detail view is to enable the user to scroll through the whole text, search for further keywords within that document and to use the highlighted keywords as markers for navigating between them. When a user clicks on the highlighted keyword and then jumps to the next highlighted keyword, the preview image of the document will also change according to the text. Customization by resizing or moving the detail view window should be supported. Also adding buttons for navigating between detail views of several multimedia documents is recommended.

**Request for New Features:** Among the different requests were browser-based features like a top menu bar, e.g., to save search sessions, a back-button, a right-click menu, should be added. Interesting was also the comment of three subjects who liked to customize the results by drag and drop the results order.

**VI. Search Engine Mockup**

Based on the user study and the derived requirements (cf. Section III, IV, and V), we created mockups for a future search engine for multimedia content, which will then also consider the semantic integration of time, space and, interaction. Overall we can state, that there are no requirements for totally new functions.

The mockup provides an overview of the result list and presents additional information for each single result such as an advanced search, more filters, customization with choosing amount of shown data and thumbnails sizes and menu options like storing the current status (cf. Fig 5). The search by media type supports image, audio, and video. Additional filters for animation and interaction are added and explained when hovering over. The option for an advanced search is included in a dropdown list next to the textbox for entering the query. The advanced search enables to search for media in context, e.g. music, science, maps, or file type. The interface enables the users to customize the presentation of the result items, such as: changing scalability of the preview thumbnail and the amount of metadata by a slide control in line with the textbox.

The results page enables users to view the result list by several aspects such as the overall relevance represented by the ranking position of the items, explicit headlines with a short and contextualizing sub-line (approx. snippets), a preview animation by mouse-over, metadata based on media type specifications, e.g., file size and duration, and metadata of common web content specifications, e.g., publisher, URL and release date (cf. Fig 6). The result list can be scrolled down to (in principle) infinity. Thus, no pagination is needed for users. The result view is divided into two parts: A vertical bar splits the list with the thumbnails of all relevant results from the detail view (cf. Fig. 7). Using drag and drop one can move a document from the overview side to the detail view side. Alternatively, a user can also use the "Show details" button below a thumbnail.
supports the search for visual media types and represents the relation of visual media types and text. A user is able to navigate through the result list via the detail view by clicking on the previous or next item buttons (cf. Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Mockup of the details view.

VII. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Even though, the ergonomic quality of the prototype as assessed by users can be considered quite high, most users prefer a straight structure like a simple grid-layout of the results. This is in particular important as naturally for a multimedia search engine the result set will be full of colorful animations.

The subjects made clear that they did not want to have advanced features like query-by-example. This finding is in line with the research by Jaimes [13] who states that in many real world applications it is hard to find an example to describe the user’s information need.

If tags are shown next to the documents, which describe categories, e.g., persons or events, the user’s assessment about the relevance of a document can be supported. This approach is inspired by Voxalead\(^1\). Altogether, the use of user generated annotations, comments, ratings, colorized tags etc. should be encouraged to enrich the metadata and include relevance feedback for the multimedia search [13], [14], [15].

The fact, that models in search engines often do not fit to the intentions of users [2], [1], implicates a need for more psychological research to build models of human activity during multimedia information search and retrieval, e.g., connected to common dual channel theories [16] or concrete versus abstract thinking [17]. The tendency to request customization of the search engine suggests that there is a higher level of perceptual gap between content and current representation of content in contrast to personal requirements of users regarding the representation of search results to estimate relevance of results [13]. Despite the results obtained from the study, the evaluation also needs to be seen in context of the methodological limitations based on self-report using a standardized questionnaire.
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